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“OUTLAST,” a daily fantasy sports (DFS) application launched in September 2021. The 
app was created by Brenton Bersin, a former NFL player, and Ehimere Etomi, 
entrepreneur, as well as other technical and business collaborators and influential 
investors. “OUTLAST Daily Fantasy Sports” seeks to entertain the serious DFS gamer, 
while also reaching a wider audience of adult sports fans who find the current DFS 
choices to be too complicated, too time consuming or just too intimidating and intense. 
In “OUTLAST” there are no rosters, no salary caps and no sharks. "OUTLAST" has an 
easy and hard mode. The easy mode has a simplified interface for beginners which 
displays app content so that a novice DFS gamer can understand the games and 
payouts. The pro mode will appeal to hardcore DFS fans who are accustomed to the 
major DFS games. 
  
"OUTLAST" is launching with three main games featuring football, basketball, baseball, 
hockey and golf: 

● In the flagship game "OUTLAST Over/Under," a user chooses an over 
or under on a player’s statistical outcome. The player can withdraw 
once they get three correct picks in a row or continue their win streak 
for a big payout.   

● "OUTLAST Survivor Pool" is an over/under survivor pool that puts 
players in a pool with other players – players who get their picks wrong 
are knocked out; players who get their picks right play on until there is 
only one person remaining with all correct picks.  

● OUTLAST Purse" is a weekly golf pool with options to play against the 
public or to plan and play in private pools managed commission-free 
by "OUTLAST.”  

  
Additional games will be rolled out as the audience grows.   
  
“OUTLAST” is a Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) game, which is legal for US citizens 18+ 
(19+ where required) living in California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode 



Island, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. Players will 
be required to provide valid identification information when they register, including their 
name, address and date of birth.  
 
"OUTLAST" is backed by their own licensed Geolocation software, as well as partnered 
with Experian for Know Your Customer security. “OUTLAST Daily Fantasy Sports” is 
also partnered with two of the industry’s leading merchant providers, PaySafe and 
WorldPay. SportsDataIO is also a trusted partner. The free app is available for 
download immediately.  
  
“OUTLAST” is committed to providing a safe way to play DFS games, so it is proud to 
offer a series of app settings and support resources to help ensure people enjoy playing 
in a healthy and responsible manner. Please visit the Responsible Play page for all the 
details and resources.  
  
The “OUTLAST" team plans to grow its audience through an affiliate program that 
awards commissions based on sign-ups. There are no sign-up fees, financial 
commitments or registration quotas/goals to be an "OUTLAST" affiliate. The program is 
open to individuals, sports bars, breweries, restaurants, clubs and more.  
  
For more information, please visit www.outlastdfs.com.  
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http://www.outlastdfs.com/responsible-play
http://www.outlastdfs.com/affiliate-program
http://www.outlastdfs.com/

